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Abstract 
In rhis note we solve fhe If, mixed sensitivity minimiza- 
tion problem for a class of iinstahle dist,ributed systems. The 
solut,iou is based on an extension of h e  skew Toeplitz method- 
ology developed in [I], [3]. [4], [B], [ l l] .  The key mathemat- 
ical fact used is that Ihc skrw Toeplitz operators arising in 
the unstable case are firiitc ritlili pcrthir1,ations of the classical 
skew Toeplitz operators ohtailled rronr compressions of rational 
functions. Full details call be found in  [lo]. 
1 Introduction 
The purpose of this paper i s  to solve the mised sensitivity P'- 
optimization problem for dist.ribut,d plant,s with a finite number of 
unsta.blc poles. In the previous theory developed in [l], [2], [3], [4], 
[6], (111, [13] for stable distributed (or a.rbit.ra.ry lumped) plants, the 
computational procedure involves computing the singular values and 
vectors of a certain class of skew Tocplitz operators. Full details of 
our results may be found in [lo]. 
The methods given in tlie above papers require that  the corre- 
sponding skew Toeplitz opcra.tors take a, special form which is not 
satisfied in the unstable dist.ributed parameter system case. In this 
paper, we develop a technique wliich is valid in the more general 
unstable case. This dcvelopment will be ca.rried out in the mixed 
sensitivity (two block) framework. As in the previous work, the 
computation of the optimal performance and corresponding optimal 
controller will be r cducd  to  a Rnit,e dimcnsional matrix problem. In  
the stable case the size of the matrix only depends on the McMillan 
degree of the weighting filters. In the case of unstable plants, the 
size of the correspontliiig niat,rix will be seen to  depend also on the 
number of right half plane poles of the plant as well. The dimension 
of this matrix can be computed n priori. The key mathematical fact 
that we use is that the skew Toeplitz operators which we obtain in 
the unstable case are finit,e rank pcrturhat,ions of the classical skew 
Toeplitz operators obtained froni romprcssions of ra.tiona1 functions. 
We also would like to point pur t h a t  tlie skew Toeplitz techniques 
employcd here have heen used to syii rlicsize controllers for several 
types of flexible structures and delay systciiis i n  [7]. 
This work was suppor td  by t lie National Science Foundation 
under grants No. ECS-870-1047, UX~lS-88llOS4, and by the Air Force 
Office of Scientific Research under grant No. AFOSR-90-0024. 
2 Mixed sensitivity problems with unstable 
plant 
In this section we will Sliow that scvcral 2-I)Iock IT"-minimization 
problems reduce to the computat io~~ of the norm of a certain skew 
Toeplitz operator. Wc I)cgiii x r i r l t  sornc notation. The Ila.rdy spaces 
and 11% arc defined on the u n i t  disr i n  the standard way. We 
denote 
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ri- := { f E A " : I ( i ) = f ( z ) }  
RH" := {rational fiinctions in H o " }  
We consider the feedback conf'gi~ration of Fig. 1 with 
Gn p = -  c,/ 
and Gn-E am, Gd E R a m .  We assume that (i) G, = mnGno, where 
m, E WO" is inner (arbitrary) and G,, E fiO" is outer, and (ii) G,, 
Gd have no common zeros in the closed unit disc, We also write 
Gd = nadGdo where md E RIP is inner and G~~ E  RH^ is outer. 
Under these assuinptions there exist X E RHO" and Y E H m  such 
that  
XG, f I'Gd = 1. (1) 
(To construct solutions of ( I ) ,  S must be chosen to  satisfy a set of 
interpolation constraints a t  the zeros of Gd in  the closed unit disc SO 
that  Y = (1 - XG,)/G,J belongs to f im,  Since the constraints are 
finite in number, X can alway3 be chosen to  be rational.) The set 
of dl controllers which stahilize the plant can now be written in the 
form 
for some Q E HO". Now let S := (1 f PC)-' and note that  
We first consider the following problem. Find 
where iYlr 1V2 E Rfi" are given weighting functions with W;', 
WF1 E R I P .  From (2) we can write 
is an inner-outer factorization. hloreover 
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is square and unitary. Hence 
/ 1  = 
Since G*_-'WiWl E RL", there exists a finite Blaschke product 
bl E RH" such that WO := blG*-llV;lVl and belongs to  RHW. 
Thus 
We now write 
Then (3) reduces to  
Now since Gd is rational, we can find a rational RI E H" such that 
Consequently, we have that 
We can do a sin1ila.r t,ype of rcdiiction for the following 2-block 
minimization problem in case t,lic oiiter part of the numerator of 
the plant is ra.tiona1. Note that. i n  thc first case for mixed weighted 
sensitivity we were able to trca.t p1aiit.s w i t h  arbitrary outer part. 
(See [lo] for details.) Find 
( 5 )  
where lV1, IV2 E Rfi-  are givcii weighting functions with IV;', 
W;' E RH-. Since CS = XGd + QGZ we cau write 
/1 = 
is an inner-outer factorization. Nest. not,e that the matrix 
Again there exists a finite Blashke product bl E RHm such that 
WO := blmnWi1V1G;G*-' belong to Rfi". Define 
f170 := GX 
m, := blnlnmd 
m := blmn 
Go := TVl!4TZGdG-' 
Then (6) reduces to  
111~0 - li70nz - Q11z,GGd0 
'= Q E i r W  inf /I[ Go 
Now let 
121 := QGGd,. 
4 s  before, under mild conditions on the plant and the weighting 
functions, i t  can be shown that 
It is interesting to note that i f  G,J is outer (i.e., the transfer func- 
tion P has no poles in the open right half plane) (3) reduces to 
This is the standard form of a 2-block problem to  which the previous 
skew Toeplitz theory applies inimediately. A similar remark applies 
t o  the 2-block problem ( 5 )  considercd above. 
Consider the standard form (13). Let S : II2 -+ H Z  denote the 
unilateral shift, H(7n,)  := IIZ@nz,,II2 and let PH(,,~) be the orthog- 
onal projection onto H(m").  Then it  follows from the Commutant 
Lifting Theorem that 11 = IlAll where A : 112 3 H(m,) @ H Z  is 
defined by 
In the next section we will develop an approach to computing the 
singular values and vectors of operators of the form (7). 
To conclude this section we will now compute the essential norm 
(see (41) of the operator A ,  which will be denoted by IIAll.. 
Proposition 1. For an operator A defined as in (7) 
IIAII, = max{a,P} 
where 
is square and unitary. 1Ience 
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Thus 
m ( S ) * P q m u )  ( B ( s )  - c ( S ) m ( s ) ) x  
= P H z f i  (BX - ?l?PjLI(nld)CX - ? ? l d P H l m . B Z )  
= P~z77?Bx - PH(~, , )CX - mdPHz7TZuBx. (12) 
From (11) and (12) we obtain 
RX = {D(s )*D(s )  - P ~ I ; ( S ) * K ( S )  t B(s)*B(s)} 
+ (c(s)* - B(S)*nz(S))  ( P H ( ~ ~ ) c x  + mdPpmUBz) 
- C(S)*PjLp %EX. (13) 
One can show (see [IO]) that this latter expression may be written 
as 
where T ( z )  is a known vector of length 3n $21 with entries in z-"H2 
and 
R X  = P ( s ,  z-')u + Q(s,r-')nz,v t T( t )@ (14) 
@T := 
[Y-~, . . . ,%-I,  60,. . . , L l ,  nl, . . . ,w, P I , .  . . ,Pd.  
Based on these arguments one can prove that: 
T h e o r e m  1. Notation as above. p > IIAll. is a singular value of A 
if and only if some 0 # @ satisfies a n  explicitly computable system 
of 3n t 21 equations. Sirnilally one nray compute the corresponding 
singular vector y E II'. 
The above theorem gives us a way of finding the singular values and 
vectors of the operator A. The system of 3n t 21 equations singular 
system (41. The computation of the mn~inzal singular value and the 
associated singular vectors of A then allows us to find the optimal 
performance p of oiir original control problem and the torresponding 
optimal compensator. 
where Y is a finite rank operator, since by definition of T we have 
(I@om)(T) = 0 .  Hence A is a finite rank perturbation of the operator 
[ l ~ J o ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ( m u )  . 1 
The requircd result now follows froin [4], [ll]. 0 
Remark. It is apparent from the above proof that operators A 
of the form (7) are finite rank perturbations of the type of operator 
studied in [3], [4], [SI, [ll], derived from the compression of a rational 
function. This fact is the key observation in our solution ofthe mixed 
sensitivity problem for unstable distributed plants. 
3 Singular values of 2-block operator 
Let the operator A be defincd as i n  (7) where WO, @or Go E 
RH-, m E am is inner (arbitrary), mu = nidm and md E BOs is a 
finite Blaschke product. We wish to find p 2 0 and 0 # y E H 2  such 
that 
(A*A - ,?I) = 0. (8) 
From (7), this is equivaleiit to 
{ ( W S ) '  - ~ @ o ( s ) * n m * )  pH(",) ( I W  - I@o(S)m(S)) 
tGo(S)*Go(S) - p 2 1 }  y = 0. (9) 
where B ,  C ,  D and 1; are real polynomials. Then (9) holds for some 
0 # y E N Z  if and only if 
RX := {(B(S)* - c ( s ) * l l ~ ( s ) * ) P ~ ( ~ v )  (B(S  - C ( S ) m ( S ) )  
+ D ( S ) * D ( S )  - p2Iqs )*#( s ) }  x = 0 (10) 
holds for some 0 # x E H 2 .  
operator R: First note t1ia.t 
In order to solve (10) for p a.nd x we will need to expand the 
pH(mv)  ( B ( s )  - c(s)7n(s))T 
= ( E  - C ~ ) X  - muP1p7lZ,(B - C ~ T I ) X  
= ( B  - Cm,)x t m m d P p i i , d C x  - m,PHzm,Bx 
= BX - mPIT(md)Cx - lTIUP,yZ77lvBX. (11) 
4 Example 
In this section we give a simple example to illustrate the theory 
described in the previous swtions. We apply all the above computa- 
tions to an unweighted niisctl sensitivity minimization problem. In 
order to elucidate our methods, \vc will explicitly work through the 
required computations step by step. 
Consider a plant P ( z )  = m(z)/md(z), where m is arbitrary in- 
ner (possibly infinite dimensional) and md is a first order Blaschke 
function: z - a  
1 - ar l l % d ( Z )  = 
with a E D real and m ( a )  real. The Bezout identity for this system 
is 
X m  t Ymd = 1, 
so we can choose X ( z )  = l /nz(a) ,  constant. In this case the sensi- 
tivity and the complementary sensitivity are 
S(z)  = 1 - nz(z)/nt(n) - nl(Z)md(Z)Q(%), 
1 - s ( Z )  = m ( Z ) / n I ( a )  m(Z)md(Z)Q(Z), 
where Q is the free parameter coming from the Youla parametrization 
of all stabilizing controllcrs. In thc unweighted mixed sensitivity 
minimization problem we want to find 
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where m,(z )  = 1 1 2 ( 2 ) 1 7 7 d ( i ) .  By employing inner/outer factorizations 
for the constant matrix (1 - 1IT the above can be reduced to  
1 - 2 m ( z ) / i n ( n )  - m,(z )Q 




1.11 = iuf 111 - 2 n ~ ( z j / n 1 ( n )  - mv(z)Qll,. 
So the problem is reduccd to cotnput~ing pl, a.nd the corresponding 
optimal Interpolant. A lower bound for hi1 can be computed by 
putting z = a in the above equation, and  an upper bound can be 
computed by choosing , say, Q = 0, i.c.. 
Q E N “  
1 5 111 5 111 - 2 1 7 1 ( ~ ) / ? l ? ~ ( n ) ~ ~ m .  
By the Commutant Lifting Throrem we have that pi = 111 - 
2m(T)/m(a)ll,  with T = P J J ~ ~ ~ ~ ) S I J , ( ~ ~ ~ ) .  To compute the norm we 
form the singuhr value singular vector equation 
(p21 - ( I  - 27~z(T)*/m(n))(I - .Znz(T)/m(n))) U = 0 (15) 
parametrimtion. More precisely, from the above we can compute 
that  
Then Qopt satisfying 
is given by the formula 
Emloying the above formulae i t  is then easy to compute that the 
optimal sensitivity is 
1 - 4 z ) n 1 ( a ) ( P 4 / P 3  
So,t(z) = 1 - m ( z ) m ( a ) ( p 2 / p ; ) ’  
Hence the optimal controller is given by 
One can check that a t  z = a we have 
where pz is a singular value with corresponding singular vector U E 
H(m,). Now we decompose 11 as U = p t mq, where p E H ( m ) ,  and 
(I E fI(md). 
We know the action o€ m(T)’ and m(T)  on U: 
m(T)*u = q ( z ) ,  m(T)ti = n l ( z )PH(md)u .  
We can now write tlie equation (15) as follows. First note that H ( m d )  
is one dimensional and has a basis f ( z )  = A, so q(z )  = a f ( z )  for 
some constant a ,  and moreover 
pH(md)U = P(1 - a2)f(.) 
where p := .(a) is a cotistant. L\’e then have that (15) is equivalent 
t o  
Note that in this case we have n = 0 and e = 1. Hence the number 
of linearly independent equations that we obtain is 3n + 21 = 2. 
Evaluating (16) a t  z = a we obtain one of the equations as 
( P 2  - 20 - 
The other equation is obtained by taking the orthogonal projection 
of (16) onto m H 2 .  After simplificatioiis this can be found to  be 
equivalent to 
1 - (12 
2p- ??Z( U) = (p2 - 1)a 
Then 111 is the largest value of p E [l, 111 - 2m(z)/m(a)il,] satisfying 
(17) and (18) for some nonzero constants a and p. This can easily 
be computed from (17) and (16), and the final answer is 
,1: = (7 2 - I)t &/=. 
m ( n )  
Consequently, foi this examplc tlie optimal mixed sensitivity perfor- 
malice level p = d- can he computed as 
The optimal controller can be found by finding a nonzero a and 0 
satisfying (17) and (18), and then constructing the singular vector U 
from these cr and /3. The vector then gives the optimal controller 
going back from the Commutant Lifting Theorem and the Youla 
After transforming the data  to the unit disc with the conformal map 
z = 5-’, S+l we find that 
with a = (1 - u)/( l  + U ) .  Then m(a) = and hence 
p = e  hlo /-zJI-.-2.-. 
It is interesting to note that as h 
achievable perforlnallce increases expone~~tially, as expected. 
CO, and/or U ---* 0, the best 
SO that we do not have an ~tnstable pole-zero cancellation in the 
controller- plant pair. 
An important particular case of the above example is a plant (in 
continuous time) with a delay and one unstable pole: 
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5 Concluding remarks 
In this paper we have extended the skew Tocplitz theory developed 
in [l], [3], [4], 161, [ l l ]  for st,al)le distriltntcd systems to  plaiits which 
have fiiiitcly many unstable polcs. \Vr have assumed that the st,able 
part of the system has an ar11it.rar.y inner part and a rational outer 
pa.rt. 
We would like to  enipliasizt~ oncc again that the singular system 
of 3nf2C equations ol i t~incd i n  this paper for the computation of the 
optimal pcrforinance 11 and  t.lic corrrsponding optimal compensator 
is easily iniplenicntablc~ on thc coiii~)ritcr. tVe ha.ve computed in the 
paper (by h a n d )  tlif o p t i n i a l  licrrorinaiicc for an unweighted mixed 
scnsitivit,y probleni. Alrratly t l i ( w  nirtliodh have been employed for 
the design of an opt,iniai coinpensator i n  R IIcxible beam problem [7]. 
Further applications of this approach 1.0 practical design examples 
are planned for Ihc liitiire, 
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